As belief is crucial to everyone; allow another to believe in their higher power without dismissing or trying to convert them.

*Equality in Divinity; you are part of the Divine force of creation, having come into being by it and having the capacity for it, one cannot be subservient when unified with it.

*It is Force that creates/Force that destroys; Force that is the Divine. To worship one must create, whether it be creating a meal, an emotional bond, a concept, art or a child; anything that comes into existence is created by this force, so take absolute Joy in that creation.

*This is not a replacement for current core beliefs, but a lens with which to examine beliefs.

**Tenets of Blodwyn-Ism**

Blodwyn-Ism: The core belief is to create with Joy! The name comes from the Welsh; Blodwynn, which is the drag name that Elton John gave to Taron Egerton after he so embodied the rock legend in the movie Rocketman.